
Music Theory Basics
This is a really useful basic music theory resource created by Mrs MacTaggart for her step 
up to year 10 group during home learning.

Please feel free use this resource when you want if you wish to review some aspects of 
music theory you are less sure of or wish to improve your understanding of.

As a wise person once told me, 

“You can never learn too much theory.  The more you know the more tools you have at 
your fingers when you are creating your own music” 

The Music Theory Worksheets accompanying this also give further opportunities to practice 
your learning from this powerpoint.





Music is written on the 
5 lines and 4 spaces
 of the stave

The Staff, Clefs, and Ledger Lines

Notes written in the 
lines and spaces 
represent notes that 
we play

Click on this link 
for an explanation



Reading music



DURATION

PITCH

Tip - click on the arrows to bring 
up the quick link to  the app

Rhythm 1



Click on this link:
Simple and 

compound time 
explained

Simple and compound time



Rhythm 2



Distance between notes is measured in tones and semitones

Notes right next to each other are a semitone

Notes with one note in between them are a tone apart

Tones

Semitones

Sharps, Flats and Naturals



Sharps, Flats and Naturals

Can you identify every note including the sharps & flats?

Sharps Flats



What do we know about Major and Minor 
scalesScales follow a particular pattern of TONES and SEMITONES

There are 8 notes in a major or minor scale, each one is given a number: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
These numbers are called the degrees of the scale,  the first (1) and last (8) notes are an 
octave apart

The first note of the scale gives the scale its name, so if you start on C, it will be either C major or 
C minor

Major and Minor Scales

Remember! There are three versions of each minor scale
Natural minor - follows the minor pattern above -  TSTTSTT
Harmonic minor - follows the minor pattern above -  TSTTSTT and raises the 7th note
Melodic minor - follows the minor pattern above - TSTTSTT and raises notes 6th and 7th notes 
ascending and then lowers them descending



There are three versions of each minor 
scale
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Degree of 
the Scale

Harmonic: raised 7th up/down
Melodic: raised 6th & 7th up, lowered down

Major Scale 
pattern 

Natural Minor Scale pattern 

“Home”

“Leads” us home

“Home”

“destination”

If you imagine a piece of music like a journey, then the tonic (I) is “home” 
We are travelling to our destination - the dominant (V) 
and the leading note (vii) is when we are returning and just around the corner is back “home”
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The sequence of sharps or fla
ts 

in key signatures always 

follows the same order

Key Signatures

A set of sharps or flats at the beginning of a pieceThe sharp/flat placed on a line or in a space in the key signature 

indicates which notes must be played sharp or flat for the whole piece

The same notes in other octaves 

must also be sharpened or fla
ttened

Semitone up from last # = Maj # key - Second last flat = Maj b key - Find minor key =  down 3 semitones



Every MAJOR key has a RELATIVE MINOR key, sharing the SAME key signature

Keys work in precise, 
mathematical ways which makes 

them easy to work out using a 
chart or the circle of 5ths



Intervals

Memorise 
these


